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RCS BASED FAQS

Q1. Will the Airfare and VGF caps be revised from time to time? lf yes, how?

Ans. Yes, both the Airfare and VGF caps will be revised on a quarterly basis. While
the Airfare cap will be indexed to inflation, i.e., Consumer Price lndex - Industrial
Workers (CPl-lW), the VGF caps as well as VGF amounts determined for specific
routes will be indexed to ATF prices and exchange rate of INR vis-a-vis United
States Dollar in addition to inflation. This is to ensure that all the factors that impact
the cost of operations of an airline are taken into consideration while determining
VGF.

Q2. How many states/ UTs have signed MOUs and given their consent to
participate in the Scheme?

Ans. 19 States and 3 UTs have signed MoU so far. In addition 5 States have given
their consent to participate in the scheme. Details of the States/UTs which signed
MoU on RCS - UDAN and given consent as on 30.04.2017 are as under:

S. No State Date
1 Maharashtra 23 Auqust.2016
2 Jharkhand 31 Auqust.2016
3 Guiarat 1 September,2016
4 Chhattisqarh 9 September, 2016
5 Andhra Pradesh 19 September. 2016
6 Puducherry 30 September, 2016
7 Manipur 3 November,2016
I Assam 4 November.2016
9 West Benqal 9 November.2016
10 Madhva Pradesh 11 November.2016
11 Uttarakhand 11 November. 2016
12. Uttar Pradesh 29.12.2016
13. Telanqana 11.01.2017
14. Meghalaya 13.01.2017
15 Himachal Pradesh 16.1.2017
16. Daman & Diu 30.01 .2017
17 J&K 23.2.2017
18 Odisha 3.3.2017
19. Raiasthan 20.3.2017
20. Naqaland 27.3.2107
21. A&N lslands 13.4.2017
22 Karnataka 20.4.2017
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States who gave consent:

1. Arunachal Pradesh
2. Harvana
3. Trioura
4. Mizoram
5. Tamil Nadu

Q3. What is the exclusivity period for an airline operator to operate air
transport services on an RCS route?

Ans. 3 years

Q4. What is Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF) and how will the government
generate funds for the same?

Ans. The Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF) is a fund created through application of
a levy or fee per departure on all domestic flights other than the ones on Category ll/
Category llA routes under RDG, RCS Routes, and flights using small aircraft below

80 passenger seats irrespective of routes and at the rates to be notified by MoCA.

The premium realized, if any, from the allotment of additional capacity entitlements
on international routes will also fund the RCF, as provided under NCAP 2016.

Q5. What is the maximum percentage of Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF)

that can be allocated to a particular region?

Ans. 25% of the estimated annual inflows in the Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF).

Q6. What is the maximum percentage of Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF)

that can be allocated to a selected airline operator?

Ans. 25% of the estimated annual inflows in the Regional Connectivity Fund (RCF).

Q7. What is the maximum percentage of Regional Gonnectivity Fund (RCF)

that can be allocated to a selected airline operator in a particular region?

Ans. The VGF payment to an airline operator operating in a particular region cannot
exceed 50% of the allocation cap for such region.

Q8. How wilt the amount of Performance Guarantee be determined?

Ans. The Selected Airline Operator will be required to submit a Performance
Guarantee to the lmplementing Agency for an amount equivalent to five percent
(5%) of the total VGF amount to be provided to such Selected Airline Operator in the
flrst year of its operations, subject to a minimum of Rs. Five Lakhs (Rs. 5,00,000/-)
per RCS Route.
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Q9. Can an airline participate in the Scheme using a 5 seater fixed wing
aircraft?

Ans. No. The minimum number of RCS seats to be provided by a Selected Airline
Operator in an RCS Flight cannot be less than 9. Accordingly, an airline cannot
participate in the Scheme using a 5 seater fixed wing aircraft.

Q10. Will airport charges be reduced at Served Airports like Delhi, Mumbai
also for RGS Flights?

Ans. As per the Scheme, Airfare for all passenger seats on an RCS Flight will not be
subject to any levies or charges imposed by the airport operators (whether under the
ownership of the AAl, State Governments, private entities or the Ministry of Defence,
Government of lndia)including charges such as PSF, DF and UDF.While charges
such as excise duty and VAT on Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF)shall be reduced to 2o/o

and 1% or less respectively only at the RCS airports, the Landing Charges and
Parking Charges or any other charge shall not be levied at all the airports (including

the served airports)for RCS flights. In addition, AAI shall not levy any Terminal
Navigation Landing Charges (TNLC) on RCS flights and Route Navigation and
Facilitation Charges (RNFC) will be levied by AAI on a discounted basis @ 42.50o/o

of Normal Rates on RCS Flights.

Q11.VGF is applicable on how many seats? For example, if an airline deploy 40
seats on a sector A-B (RCS Route), how many seats will be applicable for
VGF?

Ans. For fixed wing aircraft, a Selected Airline Operator shall be required to provide

fifty percent (50%) of RCS Flight Capacity as RCS seats subject to a minimum of 9
and a maximum of 40 seats for a fixed wing aircraft. In the current example, if 40
seats are deployed on a sector A-B (RCS Route), the RCS Flight Capacity will be 40
and VGF will be provided on 50% of RCS Flight Capacity i.e. 20 RCS Seats.

Q12.ln the above example, can an airline deploy or sell more than forty (40)

seats on A-B sector?

Ans. ln the above example, if an airline has submitted RCS Flight Capacity as 40, it
will not be permitted to deploy / sell more than 40 seats on A-B sector.

Q13.What shall be the frequency of RCS flights per week from an RCS airport?

Ans. The number of RCS flights to be operated in a week shall be a minimum of
three (3) and a maximum of seven (7) departures from the same RCS airport.

Q14.How many airports shall be connected by a selected airline operator as
part of a network proposal?

Ans. As part of a network proposal, an airline operator should connect a minimum
of three (3) and a maximum of seven (7) distinct airports.
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Q15.Can a network proposal also include Non-RCS routes?

Ans. A network proposal can be a combination of RCS and Non-RCS routes
provided that at least one of such routes is an RCS route.

Q16.Will a Selected Airline Operator be allowed to increase the capacity
deployed on an RCS route?

Ans. The Selected Airline Operator shall be allowed to change the aircraft type (size)
operating on an RCS Route (applicable both for an individual RCS Route or an RCS
Route as part of a network) under the Scheme or to increase the number of RCS
Flights up to a maximum of 7 departures per week such that, the total VGF per week
as available to the Selected Airline Operator after increase in capacity deployed shall
remain the same as permitted at the time of contracting.

Ql7.What will happen in an event such that a Selected Airline Operator intend
to decrease the capacity deployed on an RCS route?

Ans. The Selected Airline Operator shall be required to inform the same to the
lmplementing Agency. Such decrease in capacity deployed on an RCS Route shall
only be permitted if:
(a) such reduction is on account of change in aircraft type and
(b) all minimum conditions (such as number of RCS Seats per RCS Flight, number of
RCS Flights in a week etc.) as submitted by such Selected Airline Operator at the
time of its selection are continued to be met.

FIRST ROUND OF BIDDING BASED FAQS

Q18.What is the total amount of annual VGF required by different airline
operators?

Ans. Approx. Rs. 205 crores

Q19.What will be the total number of RCS seats provided by the selected
airline operators on RCS routes?

Ans. Approx. 6.5 lakhs

Q20.How many airlines have been awarded contracts in the first round of
bidding?

Ans. Five

Q21.What proportion of the seats are being committed across various
categories of aircraft?
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Ans. While 44o/o of the total seats are being deployed by Category-1 aircrafts,
Category 2 & Category 3 aircrafts together are providing 56% of the total seats on
the RCS routes.

Q22. How many served, unserved and underserved airports are being covered
in the first round of projects awarded

Ans.27 currently served airports, 12 currently underserved airports and 31 currently
unserved airports (for a total of 70 airports) will be connected through these 27
proposals.

Q23.How many states and UTs are covered in the first round of projects
awarded

Ans.24 airports in the western, 17 in north, 11 in south, 12 in east and 6 in north-
eastern regions are proposed to be connected. 22 states and 2 Union Territories will
be connected through these 27 proposals.

Q24.What is the maximum time provided to the selected airline operators to
commence operations on a particular RCS Route

Ans. The selected airline operator will be required to commence operations within a
period of 6 months from the Signing of the contract

Few Supplementarv FAQs reqardinq RCS

Q.1. What is the main objective of the RCS-UDAN?
Ans: The primary objective of RCS is to facilitate / stimulate regional air
connectivity by making it affordable through providing concessions by Central
Government, State Governments and airport operators to reduce the cost of airline
operations on regional routes/other support measures and through financial support
(viability gap funding or VGF) to meet the gap, if any, between the cost of airline
operations and expected revenues on such routes.

Q.2. What are the categories of aircraft for RGS?
Ans: ln RCS different aircraft, based on their seating capacity have been classified
into followinq three (3

Q.3. How many airports are un-served and underserved under RCS in the
country?
Ans: Tentative List has been annexed to RCS. Annexure-1A indicates 18
underserved airports/airstrips and Annexure-1B indicates 407 un-served
airports/airstrips in the country.
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Q.4. What are the supports to be provided by different stakeholders i.e.
Central Govt, State Govts. and Airport Operators to the Selected airline
operators under RCS?
Ans: As per RCS the scheme support shall be provided in the form of Viability
Gaps Funding (VGF) and other concessions offered by Central Government, State
Governments and airport operators as below:-

Concession offered bv the airport operators shall be as follow:
a) Airport operators shall not levy Landing and Parking Charges on RCS Flights.
b) AAI shall not levy any Terminal Navigation Landing Charges (TNLC) on RCS

Flights.
c) Route Navigation and Facilitation Charges (RNFC) will be levied by AAI on a

discounted basis @ 42.50o/o of Normal Rates on RCS Flights.
d) Selected Airline operators shall be allowed self-ground handling for operations

under the Scheme at all airports.

Concession offered bv Central Govt. shall be as follows:
a) Excise Duty at the rate of 2o/o shall be levied on Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF)

purchased by selected Airlines Operators from RCS Airports for initial period
of thee (3) years from the date of notification of this scheme.

b) Selected Airline Operators will have the freedom to enter into code sharing
arrangements with both domestic as well as international airlines.

c) Concession on Service Tax on ticket will levy on 10o/o of taxable value
(abatement of 90%) of tickets for RCS Seats on RCS Flight for an initial
period of 1 year from notification of the Scheme.

Goncession offered bv States Govts. at RCS Airports within their States shall
be as follows:
a) Reduce VAT to 1o/o ot less on ATF at RCS Airports located within the states

for a period of 10 years.
b) Provide minimum land, if required, free of cost and free from encumbrances

for development of RCS Airports and provide multi-model hinterland
connectivity as required.

c) Provide security and fire services free of cost at RCS Airports.
d) Providing, or cause to be provided, electricity, water and other utility services

at substantially concession rates at RCS Airports.
e) Provide a certain share (20o/o for States other than North-Eastern States

where the ratio will be 10o/o) of VGF determined.

Q.5. what is the methodology of operating mechanism for the scheme?
Ans: The Scheme envisaged a market mechanism for selection of an airline
operator to operate on an RCS Route or a network, wherein the lnitial Proposal(s)
and Counter Proposal(s) of Airline Operators will be evaluated by lmplementing
Agency as specified therein. A Selected Airline Operator will be identified and the
lmplementing Agency will enter into contract with the Selected Airline Operator.

Q.6. what are the Eligibility criteria for proposals by Airline operator(s)?
Ans: Eligibility Criteria for proposals as per RCS:
a) A proposal shall either be for an individual RCS Route or for a set of

connected RCS Routes (Network Proposals);
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b) Operations under the Scheme would be permitted through fixed wing aircraft
(excluding sea planes) and helicopter;

c) Operations through helicopters will be permitted only for remote areas -(1)
hilly terrains of J&K, Himachal Pradesh, Uttrakhand and North Eastern
Region, (2) Andaman and Nicobar lslands and Lakshawdeep lsland, and (3)
areas with security concerns as determined by Ministry of Home Affairs and

d) Operation under the Scheme shall be permitted to airline operators having
valid Air Operator Permit (AOP) pursuant to DGCA guidelines.

Q.7. What is the Minimum Performance Specification for an RCS Flight?
Ans: Under the Scheme, a selected airline Operator will be required to meet the
following minimum Performance Specification with respect to RCS Flight operation.
a) For fixed wing aircraft, a Selected Airline Operator shall be required to provide

fifty percent (50%) of RCS Flight Capacity as RCS Seats per RCS Flight;
Provided that in a scenario where fifty percentages (50%) of RCS Flight
Capacity is more than 40 seats, the number of RCS Seats shall be capped at
40 and VGF sought would need to be limited to such 40 RCS Seats.
Provided further that in a scenario where fifty percentages (50%) of RCS
Flight Capacity is less than 9 seats, the Selected Airline Operator shall be
required to provide to 9 seats as RCS Seats per RCS Flight.

b) For helicopters a Selected Airline Operator shall be required to provide 5
RCS seats per RCS Flight;

c) Number of RCS Flight to be operated in a week with VGF shall be minimum of
three (3) and a maximum of seven (7).

Q.8. What are the minimum stage length and maximum stage length for fixed
wing aircraft Category-1 on RCS Routes?
Ans: Minimum stage length is above 150 km and Maximum stage length is 500 km
for fixed wing aircraft Category-1 on RCS Routes as per RCS.

Q.9. How the Regional Connectivity Fund has been created?
Ans: Regional Connectivity Fund has been created under powers conferred under
Rule 88-B of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 to provide the Viability Gap Funding (VGF)
requirements under RCS-UDAN.

Q.10. What is the date of imposition of RCS levy?
Ans: RCS Levy has been imposed w.e.f. 1.12.2016.

Q.11. How many bids have been received during 1"t round of bidding under
RCS UDAN?
Ans: 43 initial and 5 counter proposals have been received during 1st round of
bidding under RCS UDAN.

Q.12. What is the status of award of RGS routes/network as on date?
Ans: AAl, the lmplementing Agency, has awarded contracts to five selected Airlines
covering 128 Routes which would connect 12 underserved, 31 unserved and 27
currently served airports under the 1't Bidding round. On27th April, 2017 Hon'ble PM
has flaged off the first UDAN flight under RCS on Shimla-Delhi sector.
Simultaneously Hon'ble PM also flaged off the inaugural UDAN flights on Kadapa -
Hyderabad and Nanded-Hyderabad sectors.
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Q. 13. What are minimum flight duration and maximum flight duration for
operation of helicopter on RCS Routes?
Ans: Flight duration for helicopters for the purpose of airfare cap and VGF cap
ranges from 00->60 minutes.

Q. 14. What are the minimum and maximum Airfare Caps for RCS seat on RCS
Routes for fixed wing aircraft?
Ans: Minimum Airfare Caps for RCS seat for stage length from 150km to175 km is
Rs.1420l- and maximum Airfare Caps for RCS seat for stage length from775 km to
800 km is Rs.3500/- on RCS Routes as per Scheme.

Q. 15. What is the minimum and maximum VGF Gaps for fixed wing aircraft on
RCS Routes?
Ans: For fixed wing aircraft the minimum VGF Caps of RCS seat for stage length
from 150km to175 km is Rs.2350/-and maximum VGF Caps for RCS seat for stage
length from775 km to 800 km is Rs.5610/- on RCS Routes as per Scheme.

Q.16. What are the Airfare caps and VGF caps as per RCS ?

Ans: The Airfare caps and VGF caps for Fixed wing aircrafts and Helicopters as per
RCS is given in Table below:

Airfare Cap for Fixed-wing aircraft

wt\*w
1.4201. 151 - 175

2. 176 - 200 1,500
3. 201 - 225 1,580
4. 226 -250 1,670
5. 251 - 275 1,750
6. 276 - 300 1,830
7. 301 - 325 1,920
8. 326 - 350 2,000
9 351 - 375 2,090
10. 376 - 400 2,170
11. 401 - 425 2,250
12. 426 - 450 2,330
13. 451 - 475 2,420
14. 476 - 500 2,500
15. 501 - s25 2,500
16. 526 - 550 2,590
17. 551 - 575 2,680
18. 576 - 600 2,770
19. 601 - 625 2,860
20. 626 - 650 2,950
21. 651 - 675 3,050
22. 676 - 700 3.140
23. 701 -725 3,230



751 -775

Airfare Cap for Helicopters

1. 00-30 2,500
2. 31 -35 2,900
3. 36-40 3,350
4. 41 -45 3,750
5. 46-50 4,150
6. 51 -55 4.600
7. 56-60 5,000
8. >60 5,000

VGF Cap for operations through Category-l Fixed-wing aircraft

1. 151 - 175 2.470
2. 176 -200 2.730
3. 201-225 2,980
4. 226 -250 3,220
5. 251-275 3,480
6. 276 -300 3,730
7. 301 - 325 3,980
8. 326 - 350 4,230
9. 351 -375 4.480
10. 376 - 400 4.730
11. 401 - 425 4.980
12. 426 - 450 5,230
13. 451 - 475 5,480
14. 476 - 500 5.730

VGF Gap for operations through Category-2 and Category-3 Fixed-wing aircraft

'151 - 175

251-275
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8. 326 - 350 3,530
9. 351 - 375 3,620

10. 376 - 400 3,700

11. 401 - 425 3,790
12. 426 - 450 3.880
13. 451 - 475 3.960
14. 476 - 500 4,050
15. 501 - 525 4,220
16. 526 - 550 4,300
17. 551 - 575 4.380
18. 576 - 600 4,460
19. 601 - 625 4,540
20. 626 - 650 4,620
21. 651 -675 4.690
22. 676 - 700 4.770
23. 701 -725 4.860
24. 726 -750 4.940
25. 751 -775 5,020
26. 776 - 800 5,100
27. >800 5,100

VGF Cap for operations through Category-2 and Category-3 Fixed-wing aircraft

VGF Cap for operations through Helicopters

1. 00-10 0

2. 11-15 700

3. 16 -20 1.800

4. 21-25 2.900
5. 26-30 3,900
6. 31 -35 4.600
7. 36-40 5.200
L 41-45 5,900
9. 46-50 5.900
10. 51 -55 5.900
11. 56-60 5.900
12. >60 5,900
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